
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT 

 
 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club:  Woodville-Pahiatua Racing Club Date: Thursday 21 August 2014 

Weather:   Overcast 

Track:   Heavy (10) 

Rail:   True 

Stewards  L Tidmarsh (Chairman), R Neal, B Bateup 

Typist S Shirriffs 

 
 

GENERAL: 
 
 
 
 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY: 
 
 
 
 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: CARLTON PRINCESS, CHOICE, VICEROY, MCRAE, JUMP FOR JOY, BEEBEE STAR, MISS MOORE. 

Suspensions: Race   NIL 

Fines: Race  3 
 
3 

S Fannin LITTLE BENNY  
$200.00 [Rule 638(3)(b)] Excessive use of whip prior to 200 metres 
G Nicholson MAC AN ATHAIR 
$150.00  [Rule 613(d)] Presented runner to race with hind shoes 

Warnings: Race   NIL 

Bleeders: Race  NIL 

Horse Actions: Race  2 
5 

CURRY UP – Must barrier trial to the satisfaction of Stewards prior to racing next 
SIR HIKO – Veterinary clearance required prior to racing again 

Medical Certificates: Required from R Cole 
Received from C Studd, M McNelis and A Taylor 

Rider Changes: Race  1 COLOMBIAN PRINCE - J Rathbone replaced R Cole (unwell)  

Late Scratching: Race  5 SIR HIKO at 1.33 pm (injured en-route) 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 POWER FARMING MANAWATU 1600 (1600 metres) 

BIDING TIME (N Quinn) was slow to begin.  SEAWEED (S Doyle) and GOLDYSOX (C Studd) were crowded on jumping 
between ELLA ESTE GAMBERRO (M Gillies), which shifted out and HORIZON (R Hutchings), which jumped away 
awkwardly and shifted in. 
SMARTAZ (M McNelis) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
Near the 400 metres, SEAWEED had to be steadied when improving up on to the heels of the weakening JUSTA 
TOMBOY (P Ormsby). 
Passing the 350 metres, HORIZON shifted out inconveniencing COLOMBIAN PRINCE (J Rathbone) which was forced 
wider. 

 

Stewards were advised that Rider R Cole was unwell and unable to attend the meeting today. R Cole is to provide a 

medical clearance prior to riding next. 

 

 



 

 

BIDING TIME lay in under pressure throughout the final straight and near the 100 metres made contact with CARLTON 
PRINCESS (B Lammas).  Rider N Quinn was advised that when in similar circumstances he must make a greater attempt 
to straighten his mount sooner than he did on this occasion. 
Rider R Hutchings could offer no tangible excuse for the performance of HORIZON. 

Race 2 RUFFIT LODGE 3 YEAR OLD (1100 metres) 

The start of this event was delayed 6 minutes after several runners proved difficult to load, particularly CURRY UP (A 
Taylor) which was reluctant behind the barriers.  Trainer A Bidlake was advised that CURRY UP must trial to the 
satisfaction of Stewards prior to next racing. 
CURRY UP lay out leaving the barriers dictating SHEZENTHUSIASTIC (M Dee) over extra ground. 
CHATEAU MAROUX (B Lammas) raced keenly in the early stages. 
SHEZENTHUSIASTIC made the final turn awkwardly, losing ground. 
UROCK (R Hutchings) hung throughout and near the 300 metres changed legs and shifted in abruptly, losing 
momentum.  When questioned, rider R Hutchings reported that UROCK had raced very greenly throughout and in his 
view would benefit from today’s experience. 
CURRY UP raced greenly and hung in throughout the final straight. 

Race 3 SMITH ENGINEERING HIGHWEIGHT (1600 metres) 

THE PAINTER (M McNelis) began awkwardly and lost ground. 

DON’T BLAME BUSTER (J Riddell) raced wide rounding the first bend prior to being allowed to improve to sit outside 
the leader near the 1200 metres. 

Near the 200 metres VICEROY (C Studd) was disappointed for a run when racing to the inside of DON’T BLAME BUSTER 
which lay in under pressure. 

Apprentice rider S Fannin (LITTLE BENNY) admitted a breach of Rule 638(3)(b) in that he used his whip excessively prior 
to the 200 metres.  After deliberations S Fannin was fined $200.00 by the Judicial Committee. 

Trainer G Nicholson represented by J Wallace, admitted a breach of rule 613(d) in that MAC AN ATHAIR was presented 
to race with shoes on the hind feet.  However as the infringement was detected at an early stage, the farriers re-shod 
the horse with the correct plates without necessitating a delay in the start.  After deliberations the Judicial Commitee 
imposed a fine of $150.00. 

Race 4 NEW CENTRAL HOTEL METRIC MILE (1600 metres) 

ANDALOU (A Taylor) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of MCRAE (K Smith), trainer N Coombe stated that in his 
opinion the gelding had benefited from backing-up at its previous start on Sunday, 17 August at Wanganui and being 
ridden on the pace today. 

Race 5 MCLEAN FARRIER PARTNERSHIP SPRINT (1200 metres) 

SIR HIKO was a late scratching at 1.33 pm after being injured en route to the course.  
LAST TRUMP (C Johnson) was slow to begin and was further hampered by JUMP FOR JOY (B Lammas) which began 
awkwardly and shifted out. 
Near the 800 metres JUSTLIKEYASISTER (N Teeluck) had to be steadied when racing in restricted room to the inside of 
LADY HUNTINGDON (R Myers) which lay in. 
LADY HUNTINGDON shifted out under pressure near the 200 metres, inconveniencing JUSTLIKEYASISTER. 
When questioned regarding the performance of BLACK BELT, rider R Hutchings could offer no tangible excuse. 

Race 6 HJ PHILLIPS LIMITED DISTANCE (2100 metres) 

SORTEMOUT (R Hutchings) and BEEBEE STAR (B Lammas) were slow to begin. 
ANOTHERCHANCETAKEN (H Tinsley) was obliged to race wide in the early stages. 
ISHIDANZIN (C Johnson) raced wide from the 1000 metres. 
SORTEMOUT was inclined to hang in throughout the final straight. 

Race 7 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES & NZTR F&M BONUS STAKE RACE (1400 metres) 

ENCHANTREZZ (M Dee) and AWESOME DIVA (D Walker) came together and bumped leaving the barriers, with 
AWESOME DIVA losing ground. 
CHECKOUT CHICK (R Hutchings) shifted out abruptly at the start bumping heavily with SUSSED (V Johnston).  Also 
affected in this incident were PACIFIC BELLE (N Teeluck) and AZRAF (M Dravitzki), with the AZRAF losing ground. 
CHINA STAR (R Myers) began awkwardly. 
LA MALACARA (B Lammas) raced wide throughout. 
PACIFIC BELLE was held up when awkwardly placed on the heels of the weakening CAROUSEL (K Chiong) passing the 
500 metres, with PACIFIC BELLE again being held up near the 250 metres before obtaining clear running near the 100 



 

 

metres. 
When questioned regarding the improved performance of MISS MOORE (H Tinsley) trainer T Dravitzki advised that the 
significant drop back in distance and the opportunity to freshen the mare had proved beneficial on this occasion. 
When questioned regarding the performance of IFFITEL, rider K Myers could offer no tangible excuse. IFFITEL 
underwent a veterinary examination which could find no obvious abnormalities. Trainer G Brick advised that the filly 
would be sent for a spell however will undergo blood tests in the coming days, with the results forwarded to the 
Stewards. 

 


